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Chemistry & Atomic Structure

The Century

Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving forces that will help make it better.

Harper's Weekly

Shows how contemporary artists envision the earth in innovative paintings, sculptures, and architectural ways.

Decisions and Orders of the National Labor Relations Board

Established in 1935, the Board is the official magazine of Rotary International and is circulated worldwide. Each issue contains feature articles, columns, and departments about, or of interest to, Rotarians. Seventeen Nobel Prize winners and 19 Pulitzer Prize winners – from Mahatma Gandhi to Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. – have written for the magazine.

The Fate of Place

Nocturne

“INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * INSTANT USA TODAY BESTSELLER * INSTANT #1 INDIE BESTSELLER" From the New York Times bestselling author of Red, White & Royal Blue comes a new romantic comedy that will stop readers in their tracks. For cynical twenty-three-year-old August, moving to New York City is supposed to press her right: that things like magic and cinematic love stories don't exist, and the only smart way to go through life is alone. She can't imagine how waiting tables at a 24-hour pancake diner and moving in with too many weird roommates could possibly change that. And there's certainly no chance of her subway commute being anything more than a daily trudge through boredom and electrical failures. But then, there's this gorgeous girl on the train. Jane. Dazzling, charming, mysterious, impossible Jane. Jane with her rough edges and swoopy hair and soft smile, showing up in a leather jacket to save August's day when she needed it most. August's subway crush becomes the best part of her day, but pretty soon, she discovers there's one big problem: Jane doesn't just look like an old school punk rocker: She's literally displaced in time from the 1970s, and August is going to have to use everything she tried to leave in her own past to help her. Maybe it's time to start believing in some things, after all. Casey McGuire's One Last Stop is a magical, sexy, big-hearted romance where the impossible becomes possible as August does everything in her power to save the girl in time. "A delightfully, filled with plenty of humor and heart." — Time Magazine. "The 25 Most Anticipated Books of 2022." Thrifty, adventurous, smart, funny, thoughtful, hilarious - all in all, exactly what you'd expect from Casey McGuire!" - Jasmine Guillory, New York Times bestselling author of The Proposal and Party for Two

The Lumber Manufacturer and Dealer

Journal of the American Medical Association

Engineering and Contracting

Notes on the Operations round Shanghai in 1862-63-64. [Extracted from a series of papers by various authors.]

The Prime-Time Crime

A study on the importance of place in people's lives, reflecting on the development of the field of environmental philosophy and presenting Edward S. Casey's current thinking on place and home in our increasingly troubled world. Offers a philosophical exploration of the pervasiveness of place. Presenting an account of the role of place in human experience, this book points to place's indispensability in navigation and orientation. The role of the lived body in matters of place

A Voyage Towards the South Pole and Round the World

Stumbling Towards The Finish Line

Designed to transform you from discouraged to encouraged, this book helps you take the hardest step in reaching your destiny. THE FIRST STEP: Author Cliffon John Roy Jr. forces you to look deep within yourself. He challenges you to ask the tough questions about why you are stagnated or unmotivated. You will gain valuable insight that will compel you to reclaim your goals and dreams. This book offers a simple yet practical steps towards conquering your life. "Get Back Up!" is an amazing, instructive, inspirational road that provides knowledge for every corner of our lives, whether we admit it aloud or not. Start off with Cliffon John Roy Jr for combining counseling, teachable moments and critical thinking into a vivid and exciting story. July's subway crush becomes the best part of her day, but pretty soon, she discovers there's one big problem: Jane doesn't just look like an old school punk rocker: She's literally displaced in time from the 1970s, and August is going to have to use everything she tried to leave in her own past to help her. Maybe it's time to start believing in some things, after all. Casey McGuire's One Last Stop is a magical, sexy, big-hearted romance where the impossible becomes possible as August does everything in her power to save the girl in time. A "deciding romance, filled with plenty of humor and heart." — Time Magazine. "The 25 Most Anticipated Books of 2022." Thrifty, adventurous, smart, funny, thoughtful, hilarious - all in all, exactly what you'd expect from Casey McGuire!" - Jasmine Guillory, New York Times bestselling author of The Proposal and Party for Two

United Service

Earth-mapping

The Anglo American Review

This innovative volume focuses on tourism through the twin lenses of cultural theory and cultural geography. Presenting a set of innovative case studies on tourist places around the world, the contributors explore the paradoxes of the tourist experience and the implications of those paradoxes for our broader understanding of modern identity as simultaneously grounded and mobile. The book examines how tourism reveals the paradoxical ways that places are both mobile and rooted, real and fake, inhabited by those who are simultaneously insiders and outsiders, and both subjectively experienced and objectively viewed. This rich blend of empirical and theoretical analysis will be invaluable for cultural geographers, anthropologists, and sociologists of tourism.

Orange Blossom Brides

Provides a descriptive treatment of varieties of human memory, including recognizing and retaining, reminiscing and commemorating, body memory and place memory. Bringing to light forgotten aspects of human memory—everyday occurrences as well as unusual instances—this study demonstrates that nothing in our lives is unaffected by remembering.

Remembering

THE TIME HAS COME for a new era of exploration. With the Dominion War behind them, the crew of the USS Defiant journeys through the wormhole and Commander Elias Vaughn leads a “corps of discovery” to blaze new trails into the unexplored reaches of the Gamma Quadrant. THE TIME HAS COME for a civilization to reach a crossroads. As political forces throughout the Alpha Quadrant intersect at Deep Space 9™ to determine the future of Bajor, the planet's theological safety becomes the key issue in the battle for the galaxy. THE TIME HAS COME for a father and daughter to confront their past while a mother and son fight for the future, for lovers to be tested in the unexplored reaches of the Gamma Quadrant.

The Encyclopedia Britannica

A completely new volume of hardcover sites and attractions, with hundreds of pages never before listed.

Get Back Up: The First Step Towards Your Destiny

Getting Back Into Place

The Journal of the Law Society of Scotland
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Jerry Graham's More Bay Area Backroads

As part of a school project, the Hardy boys are in Manhattan to observe a criminal trial. What they see is a major case of law—and disorder. Accused of attempted murder, defendant Nick Rodriguez appears to have a one-way ticket to prison. But Frank and Joe think he's being railroaded, and they're out to prove him innocent.

Mission Gamma: Book One

For more than 30 years, Yoga Journal has been helping readers achieve the balance and well-being they seek in their everyday lives. With every issue, Yoga Journal strives to inform and empower readers to make lifestyle choices that are healthy for their bodies and minds. We are dedicated to providing in-depth, thoughtful editorial on topics such as yoga, food, nutrition, fitness, wellness, travel, and fashion and beauty.

Imagining

Appleton's Magazine

Travels in Paradox

Earth-mapping

A History of Moonville, Ohio and a Collection of Its Haunting Tales

The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket

Examines reports of sightings of a boomerang-shaped UFO in the Hudson Valley region of New York and nearby western Connecticut
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